: The induced sampling distribution of an augmented kd-tree after 10 4 , 10 5 , and 10 6 samples are shown in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Whiteblack represent low-high sampling probability density. The actual obstacle configuration appears in (d), obstacles are red.
Abstract-This document contains improved and updated proofs of convergence for the sampling method presented in our paper "Free-configuration Biased Sampling for Motion Planning" [2] The following is the abstract of the original paper:
In sampling-based motion planning algorithms the initial step at every iteration is to generate a new sample from the obstaclefree portion of the configuration space. This is usually accomplished via rejection sampling, i.e., repeatedly drawing points from the entire space until an obstacle-free point is found. This strategy is rarely questioned because the extra work associated with sampling (and then rejecting) useless points contributes at most a constant factor to the planning algorithm's asymptotic runtime complexity. However, this constant factor can be quite large in practice. We propose an alternative approach that enables sampling from a distribution that provably converges to a uniform distribution over only the obstacle-free space. Our method works by storing empirically observed estimates of obstacle-free space in a point-proximity data structure, and then using this information to generate future samples. Both theoretical and experimental results validate our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
This document contains an improved and updated version of the proofs of convergence that appeared in our paper titled "Free-configuration Biased Sampling for Motion Planning" [2] as part of the proceeding of the 2013 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS). We have included only the material from the original paper that is necessary to understand the updated proofs. Therefore, we encourage the reader to also read the original paper [2] ; it contains sections on motivation, related work, experiments, results, and runtime analysis-all of which do not appear in the current document.
II. ALGORITHM Our sampling algorithm is intended for use with sampling based motion planning. Let G = (V, E) denote the output of Node array references to the children of the node (two in the case of a kd-tree), or a null reference ∅ if this is a leaf node P Node reference to the parent node T float ∈ R weighted number of samples generated from H F float ∈ R weighted number of collision free samples generated from H M float ∈ R estimated measure of free space in H the motion planning algorithm, where G is a graph defined by its vertex set V and edge set E. At each iteration, a new sample x sample is generated from the obstacle-free space. A set of candidate nodes V near ⊂ V is selected for possible connection with x sample . That is, for each x ∈ V near , if a local planner determines a collision-free path exists from x to x sample , then x sample is added to V and [x, x sample ] is added to E.
Our method relies on storing extra data in each node of a kd-tree. A kd-tree is a special type of binary search tree that can efficiently determine the nearest neighbor(s) of a query point x q within a previously defined finite set of points X ⊂ R d [1] . Each node in the kd-tree is a Node data structure, the fields of which are summarized in table I.
Each node v in a kd-tree defines an axis-aligned hyperrectangle H(v) ⊂ R
d . An interior node v is assigned a point x ∈ X ∩ H(v) and an index j ∈ {1 . . . d}. Its two children are the hyper-rectangles found by splitting H(v) with a hyperplane passing through x and orthogonal to the j-th axis. Leaf nodes are the same as interior nodes except that they are not assigned a point and have no children (yet). Finally, for any H ⊂ R d , Measure (v) returns the measure of the set H(v), and SampleUniform (H) returns a point drawn from a uniform distribution over H.
Note that we store three additional fields in each node of our our augmented kd-tree: T , F , and M . Both T and F are only used by leaf nodes. T is the total number of samples taken from H, and F is the number of those samples that are collision free. When a leaf node generates a new sample (and thus creates its children), each child inherits a weighted version of T and F from the parent. Both values are weighted by the relative measure of space contained in the child vs. the parent, and both account for the successful sample before weighting (lines 3, 7-14). M is our estimate of the measure of free space contained in H. For leaf nodes, See our original IROS paper [2] for a more comprehensive description of the algorithm.
The procedure generates new samples by starting at the root, and then recursively picking a child based on a random coin flip weighted by the amount of free-space believed to be in a child. Once a leaf node is reached, the sample point is drawn from a uniform distribution over that leaf's hyper-rectangle. The result of the collision check are used to propagate new weight information propagated back up the tree.
III. ANALYSIS
We now prove that the sampling distribution induced by our algorithm converges to a uniform distribution over the free space.
Let S O , S F , and S denote the obstacle space, free space, and total space respectively, where S = S O ∪ S F and S O ∩ S F = ∅. We use the notation S (·) to denote the subset of space associated with a data structure element, e.g., H = S (v) is the hyper-rectangle of v. We also use P (·) to denote probability, and L (·) to denote the Lebesgue measure, e.g., L (S F ) is the hyper-volume of the free space. We assume that the configuration space is bounded and that the boundaries of S O , S F , and S have measure zero.
Let C denote the set of children of v. Each child c i ∈ C represents a subset of S (v) such that i S (c i ) = S (v) and S (c i ) ∩ S (c j ) = ∅ for all i = j. In a kd-tree |C| = 2.
Note the wording in this section is tailored to the kd-tree version of our algorithm; however, the analysis is generally applicable to any related data-structure 1 . Let f n (·) be the probability density function for the sample returned by Algorithm 1, when the kd-tree contains n points. Let f F (·) represent a probability density function such that f F (x a ) = f F (x b ) for all x a , x b ∈ S F and f F (x c ) = 0 for all x c ∈ S O . Let X F and X n denote random variables drawn from the distributions defined by f F (·) and f n (·), respectively.
We now prove that P (lim n→∞ f n (x) = f F (x)) = 1, for almost all x ∈ S, i.e., that the induced distribution of our algorithm converges to a distribution that is almost surely equal to f F (x) almost everywhere in S, possibly excluding a measure-zero subset.
We begin by observing that the nodes in the kd-tree may be classified into three sets:
• mixed nodes, V M contains all nodes do not fit the definition of a free node or a mixed node. Although our algorithm is ignorant of the type of any given node (otherwise we would not need it to begin with), an oracle would know that free nodes contain free space almost everywhere, obstacle nodes contain obstacle space almost everywhere, and mixed nodes contain both free space and obstacle space.
It is possible for v such that L (S (v)) = 0 to be both an obstacle node and a free node if it exists on the the boundary between S O and S F ; because their cumulative measure is zero, such nodes can be counted as both obstacle nodes and free nodes (or explicitly defined as either one or the other) without affecting our results.
We are particularly interested in the types of leaf nodes, because they cover S and also hold all of the mass that determines the induced sampling distribution.
Let V L denote the set of leaf nodes, and let V FL , V OL , V ML denote the set of leaf nodes that are also free nodes, obstacle nodes, and mixed nodes, respectively. We use S (V) = v∈V S (v) to denote the space contained in all nodes in a set V. Figure 2 depicts the space contained in the set of leaf nodes, V L , of a particular kd-tree. Recall that v.M is the estimated probability mass that our algorithm associates with node v. Let D denote tree depth.
In particular, we only require a tree-based space partitioning spatial index that is theoretically capable of containing any countably infinite set of points X , and such that the hyper-space of the leaf nodes covers the configuration space S = v∈V L S (v). Our proofs can be modified to the general case by replacing 'hyper-rectangle' with 'hyper-space' and assuming that a weighted die determines the recursion path (instead of a coin). When the die is thrown at v it has |C| sides and the weight of the i-th side is determined by the estimated value of L (S (c i )) /L (S (v)) (i.e. the relative amount of free space believed to exist in child c i vs. its parent v). Letters show the correspondence. Descendants of a free node are always free. Mixed nodes eventually produce free node descendants (the probability that an obstacle node is produced is 0).
Proof. This is true by the construction of our algorithm. In particular, from lines 16-17 and 21.
Proposition 2. For all v at depth
Proof. All nodes at depth D > 1 have a parent v.P , which must have generated at least one sample in order to create v. Since L (S (v)) > 0, we know that L (S (v.P )) > 0. Therefore, by construction (lines 7, 11, 13) we know v.F ≥
L (S(v))
L (S(v.P )) > 0. Thus, the lemma is true for δ such that 0 < δ <
Lemma 3. For a particular node v, let N n (v) be the number of times that a sample was generated from S (v) when the kd-tree has n nodes. Then, for all v such that L (S (v)) > 0, P (lim n→∞ N n (v) = +∞) = 1.
Proof. We begin by obtaining two intermediate results:
First, v.F ≤ v.T for all v by construction (lines 3, 5, 7, 11, 13). Thus, for all leaf nodes v ∈ V L it is guaranteed v.M ≤ L (S (v)) by the definition of M (line 12). Recall that the set of leaf nodes covers the space S V L = S and that the space in each leaf node is non-
Thus, we can sum over all leaf nodes to obtain the bound:
Second, using Proposition 2 we know that for any particular node v with positive measure L (S (v)) > 0 there exists some δ such that v.F > δ.Thus, the following bound always holds: 
Where the left equality is by Proposition 1. By definition
L (S) = k is a constant, and so P (X n ∈ S (v)) ≥ k v.T . By definition, v.T only increase when we draw a sample from S (v). Letn be the iteration at which the previous sample was generated from S (v). The probability that we never again generate a sample from S (v) is bounded:
for all v.T < ∞ and Nn (v) < ∞ (and thusn < ∞). The rest of the proof follows from induction.
Lemma 4. Let V F n be the set of free nodes in the tree of n samples. Then, for all x ∈ S F ,
be the open L1-ball with radius that is centered at point x. For all x ∈ int(S F ) there exists some > 0 for which Ξ ,x ⊂ S F . Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that for
Without loss of generality, we now consider a particular x. At any point during the run of the algorithm there is some
Lemma 3 guarantees that v L x will almost surely split into two children, one of which will also contain x, etc. 
A similar argument can be made for
Thus, in the limit as D → ∞, there will almost surely be a set of 2d points {X D1 , . . . , X D 2d } sampled at levels D 1 , . . . , D 2d , such that X Di ∈ Ξ ,x for i = {1, . . . , 2d}, and
is on a splitting plane that borders a node v such that S (v) x and v ⊂ Ξ ,x (and thus v ∈ V F ). Lemma 3 implies that
Corollary 5. P lim n→∞ L S V ML ∩ S F = 0 = 1.
Lemma 8. P (lim n→∞ v.M = 0) = 1 for all obstacle leaf nodes v ∈ V OL .
Proof. There are two cases, one for L (S (v)) = 0 and another for L (S (v)) > 0. The first is immediate given
For the second, we observe that P (∃x | x ∈ S (v) ∧ x ∈ S F ) = 0 by definition, and so v.F will almost surely not change (and v will remain a leaf node almost surely). Thus, P (v.T = ∞) = 1 by Lemma 3, and so P lim n→∞ Proof. v.F will almost surely not change by Corollary 5. The rest of the proof is similar to Lemma 8.
Corollary 11. lim n→∞ P X n ∈ S V ML = 0.
Corollary 12.
We observe that this result does not conflict with Lemma 3. Each node with finite space is sampled an infinite number of times; however, the proportion of samples from obstacle nodes and mixed nodes approaches 0 in the limit as n → ∞.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 12 and the fact that
Proof. There are two cases, one for when L (S (v)) = 0 and another for when L (S (v)) > 0. The former is immediate given the definition of v.M , and so we focus on the latter. When a new free node v D ∈ V F is created at depth D > 1 of the tree it initializes v D .F > 0 and v D .T > 0 based on similar values contained in its parent (and wighted by the relative measures of v D vs. its parent). By Lemma 3 we know that v D will almost surely generate two children v D+1,0 and v D+1,1 . By construction (lines 11-13), they will be initialized with
, for j ∈ {0, 1}. These children will also generate their own children almost surely, etc. Because v D is a free node, all samples from its subtree will result in more free node descendants being created almost surely. LetĈ n be the set containing all leaf node descendants of v D at iteration n. By construction (line 24), as soon as
We now examine a single term of the latter summation, i.e., the term for node v D+k at depth D + k. In particular.
For the remainder of this proof we will abuse our notation and let · = L (S (·)) to make the following equations more readable. Unrolling the recurrence relation for v D+k .F gives: 
Similarly, the v D+k .T recurrence relation is:
where we resume our normal notation. Thus, P (lim k→∞ v D+k .M = L (S (v D+k ))) = 1.
Lemma 3 guarantees that P (lim n→∞ k = ∞) = 1 for all v D+k such thatĈ n v D+k . Thus, by summing over the members ofĈ n we get: for all free nodes v ∈ V F almost surely. By construction (line 2) once a leaf node v ∈ V FL is reached, samples are drawn uniformly from within S (v). Thus, the uniform probability density of drawing x n ∈ S (v), given that the algorithm has decided to draw from within S (v), is f n (x n |x n ∈ S (v)) = 1 L (S(v)) . Therefore, the posterior probability density lim n→∞ f n (x n ) = lim n→∞ f n (x n |x n ∈ S (v)) P (x n ∈ S (v)) = 1 L (SF) almost surely, which is constant and independent of v ∈ V FL , and thus holds almost everywhere in v∈V FL S (v)-and thus almost everywhere in S F (by Corollary 6).
Theorem 17. P (lim n→∞ f n (x) = f F (x)) = 1.
Proof. This is proved by combining Lemmas 13 and 16.
IV. SUMMARY
This document contains improved and updated proofs of convergence for the sampling method presented in our paper "Free-configuration Biased Sampling for Motion Planning" [2] .
